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PIERRE COUPEY: ARTIST STATEMENT 
 
 
Only the imagination is real. 
–– William Carlos Williams 
 
Three principles shape my practice and each emphasizes the open-ended process of making 
paintings and texts: development by transformation (Stanley William Hayter, Atelier 17, 
Paris); form is never more than an extension of content (Robert Creeley in Charles Olson, 
“Projective Verse”); the medium is the message (Marshall McLuhan). 
 
A close reading of contemporary poetry and poetics, and of Canadian, American, European and 
Asian art, also informs my practice as a painter and printmaker. I work in serial runs of various 
lengths, clusters of work, each of which explores a particular nexus of emotional, conceptual, 
aesthetic and technical challenges. Sometimes the clusters break down into subsets of pairs, 
trios or quartets of paintings or prints, each subset exploring a tangent or angle suggested by the 
direction of the main group. 
 
Sometimes I work in a diptych format or I’ll bisect a horizontal format with a vertical line to make a 
fictive diptych: both formats rime with the pages of an opened book. In addition, my preferred 
format in scale rimes with the standard 8 ½” x 11” letter page, which further proposes a rime 
between a painting and a manuscript. In one sense, each painting is a page from a manuscript, a 
book in progress. For me, painting and writing –– mark making –– are one activity, the basic work 
of the hand. 
 
In the studio the search is for discovery through proprioception (sensibility within the organism by 
movement of its own tissue), that is, the intelligence of the body. In my practice it isn’t reason 
over passion, or passion over reason, but reason with passion. Not depiction of “the real” but re-
enactment of the real through the proprioception of rimed experience, language, landscape and 
art. My interest is not in representation, but in presentation. 
 
 
 


